CONSUMABLES
For best results use Miele care collection

**UltraWhite Powder**
For brilliantly white laundry. The powerful formula with its high active oxygen content ensures optimum wash results and brilliantly white laundry.

**Reproofing Agent**
Ideal for sports clothing and waterproof clothing. The Miele proofing agent provides effective retention of breathability as well as wind- and dirt-resistance for all outdoor textiles.

**TwinDos**
Both liquid detergents are automatically dispensed at the optimum time during the programme. Best liquid detergents system available on the market for coloured or whites fabrics.

**Fragrance Flacon**
The new Miele flacons envelop your laundry with a pleasant fragrance during drying. The flacon is simply fitted into the easily accessible fluff filter and distributes an unobtrusive fragrance evenly onto your laundry.

**CapDosing**
The perfect addition for special applications convenient capsules: Dispense special detergents, fabric conditioners and additives using single use capsules.

**UltraColor Detergent**
For vibrant colours special protection components and care materials leaves colours radiant and helps your clothing retain its brightness even after numerous laundry cycles.

**Outdoor Detergent**
For high-quality outdoor clothing. The lanolin contained in the detergent acts like a soothing bath for the membrane. It remains elastic and flexible and retains its complete functionality.

**Sportswear**
Care Collection
W1 T1 Laundry range

UltraPhase 1
10803630

Features
1.5L - 37 loads
2-component detergent cartridge for automatic dispensing
For whites and coloured items, bright colours and brilliantly white laundry
Excellent spot removal even at low temperatures
Compatible with all W1 washing machines
Except the WKF120

R399.00

Caps Fabric Softener - Aqua
10755090

Features
Pack of 9 caps
Ideal for towelling.
For soft and cuddly laundry
Fresh, natural fragrance
Flowery fragrances and natural balance
Compatible with all W1 models

R299.00

UltraPhase 2
10803720

Features
1.5L - 50 loads
2-component detergent cartridge for automatic dispensing
For whites and coloured items, bright colours and brilliantly white laundry
Excellent spot removal even at low temperatures
Compatible with all W1 washing machines
Except the WKF120

R399.00

Caps Fabric Softener - Cocoon
10755480

Features
Pack of 9 caps
Ideal for towelling.
For soft and cuddly laundry
Fresh, natural fragrance
For moments of great peace and quiet
Compatible with all W1 models

R299.00

UltraPhase set x5
10943090

Features
x3 UltraPhase 1 + x2 UltraPhase 2
Cartridges for automatic dispensing
For whites and coloured items, bright colours and brilliantly white laundry
Excellent spot removal even at low temperatures
Compatible with all W1 washing machines
Except the WKF120

R1999

Caps Woolcare
10755560

Features
Pack of 9 caps
For woolens and delicates.
Wheat protein & colour protection
Fibre-protection components against felting
Best washing results at 20/30/40/60° C
Compatible with all W1 models

R299.00

Caps Sport
10756440

Features
Pack of 6 caps
For sportswear, neutralises smells
Cleans breathable sportswear and keeps colours bright
Maintains the form stability of textiles
Compatible with all W1 models

R299.00
Care Collection
Laundry detergents

**Caps Cotton**
10757430
10757220

- **Features**
  - Pack of 3 caps
  - For cottonwear
  - Neutralises smells
  - Rejuvenates your textiles
  - Compatible with all W1 models

**Caps Booster**
10755870

- **Features**
  - Pack of 6 caps
  - Suitable for whites and coloureds
  - Fights stubborn stains such as grease or fruit stains. For excellent wash results even at low temperatures
  - Compatible with all W1 models

**UltraWhite Powder**
10199790

- **Features**
  - 2.7 kg - 42 laundry loads
  - Brilliantly white thanks to powerful formula with active oxygen
  - Excellent spot removal even at low temperatures
  - Best washing results at 20/30/40/60/95° C

**Down Care**
10225600

- **Features**
  - 250 ml for 13 laundry loads
  - Ideal for pillows, sleeping bags or high-quality down clothing.
  - Maintains the elasticity of down feathers
  - Also maintains the breathability of down clothing
  - Down does not clump and remains fluffy

**Reprooﬁng Agent**
10215930

- **Features**
  - 250ml for 4 laundry loads
  - For sportswear, neutralises smells
  - Cleans breathable sportswear and keeps colours bright
  - Maintains the form stability of textiles
  - Compatible with all T1 tumble dryers

**Sportswear**
10240540

- **Features**
  - 250 ml for 13 laundry loads
  - Perfect for breathable sports clothing
  - Neutralises smells thanks & keeps colours bright
  - Maintains the form stability of textiles, even for fleece

**Outdoor**
10226190

- **Features**
  - 250 ml for 13 laundry loads
  - Perfect for high-quality outdoor and functional clothing
  - Like a soothing bath for the membranes
  - Cleans and treats colours gently

**UltraWhite Powder**
102199790

- **Features**
  - 2.7 kg - 42 laundry loads
  - Brilliantly white thanks to powerful formula with active oxygen
  - Excellent spot removal even at low temperatures
  - Best washing results at 20/30/40/60/95° C

**Sportswear**
10240540

- **Features**
  - 250ml for 4 laundry loads
  - For sportswear, neutralises smells
  - Cleans breathable sportswear and keeps colours bright
  - Maintains the form stability of textiles
  - Compatible with all T1 tumble dryers

**Outdoor**
10226190

- **Features**
  - 250 ml for 13 laundry loads
  - Perfect for high-quality outdoor and functional clothing
  - Like a soothing bath for the membranes
  - Cleans and treats colours gently
Care Collection
W1 T1 Laundry range

Aqua - Fragrance
10231890

Features
12.5ml - 50 drying cycles
For a fresh fragrance that lasts up to four weeks
Laundry is full of bounce and smells great too
As fresh as a sea breeze
Specially developed for Miele
Compatible with all T1 tumble dryers

Nature - Fragrance
10234540
10234470

Features
12.5ml - 50 drying cycles
For a fresh fragrance that lasts up to four weeks
Laundry is full of bounce and smells great too
Flowery fragrances and natural balance
Specially developed for Miele
Compatible with all T1 tumble dryers

Orient - Fragrance
10234680

Features
12.5ml - 50 drying cycles
For a fresh fragrance that lasts up to four weeks
Laundry is full of bounce and smells great too
Connects all the secrets of the Orient
Specially developed for Miele
Compatible with all T1 tumble dryers

Summer garden - Fragrance
11385640

Features
12.5ml - 50 drying cycles
For a fresh fragrance that lasts up to four weeks
Laundry is full of bounce and smells great too
The delicate fragrance of a summer garden
Specially developed for Miele
Compatible with all T1 tumble dryers

UltraColour Liquid Detergent
11229310

R299.00

Features
2L - 30 laundry loads
For colour-fast and dark garments
With colour protection formula
for shining colours
Excellent spot removal even at low temperatures
Best washing results at 20/30/40/60°C

WoolCare
10249610

R299.00

Features
1.5L - for 37 laundry loads
For wool, silks and delicates
Special care complex:
Wheat protein & colour protection
Fibre-protection components against felting
Best washing results at 20/30/40/60°C

Fabric Conditioner
10240830

R299.00

Features
1.5 litres - for 50 laundry loads
Particularly suitable for towelling items.
For soft and cuddly laundry
Fresh, natural fragrance
Prevents electrostatic charges in washer dryers

R329.00

R329.00

R279.00
Care Collection
Dishwasher detergents

Detergent UltraTabs
10245600
11259480

Features
Includes 3 packs of 24 tablets
Best cleaning results in Miele dishwashers
No unwrapping thanks to a water-soluble wrapper
Rinse aid, salt, glass protection & QuickPowerWash functions
Phosphate-free - good for the environment

R499.00

Rinse Aid
10198820

Features
500 ml best drying and gentle treatment in Miele dishwashers.
Sparkling shine for your glasses
Supports drying of your kitchenware
Glass protection formula against glass corrosion

R149.00

Dishwasher Starter kit
11368250

Features
x1 Rinse Aid (500ml)
x1 Ultratabs (60 tablets)
x1 Dishwasher Salt (1.5kg)

R699.00

Detergent Powder
10528420

Features
1.4 kg
Optimum cleaning results.
Integrated dispensing aid
Active oxygen for thorough cleanliness
Glass protection formula against glass corrosion
Very economical - 95 wash cycles

R399.00

Dishwasher Freshener
10118510

Features
4 ml pleasant fragrance in the dishwasher.
Neutralises bad smells
Fresh and pleasant fragrance of limes & green tea
Can be attached to the dish rack easily
High yield – for 60 rinse cycles

R99.00
Care Collection
Cleaning detergents

Descaling Tablets (6)
10178330 | Coffee machines/steamers

Features
6 tablets for ovens and cookers with moisture plus, coffee machines and steam ovens
Thorough removal of deposits and limescale
Highly effective cleaning with gentle descaling
Fine-tuned formula — Special Miele formula
No chemical residues after descaling

R299.00

Combi-steam oven cleaner 250 ml
10172760

Features
Perfect cleaning results with steam combination ovens
Ultra-powerful grease cutting capacity without odour build-up
Perfect adhesion even on vertical surfaces
Food safe

R299.00

Cleaning Tablets (10)
10270530 | Coffee machines

Features
10 tabs for coffee machines, guarantees the highest level of coffee enjoyment
For thorough removal of coffee oils and coffee residue
Highly effective cleaning, which also treats materials gently

R299.00

Ceramic Hob Cleaner 250ml
10173130

Features
For best cleaning results and safe use
Ultra-powerful grease cutting capacity without odour build-up
Removes grease, baked-on residues and water marks powerfully
Leaves a protective coating,
Gentle cleaning thanks to fine-crystal formula

R109.00

Milk Pipe work cleaning powder (100)
10180270 | Coffee machines

Features
100 sachets for hygienically clean milk pipework in coffee machines
Highly effective cleaning, which also treats materials gently
Easy to dispense thanks to pre-portioned sticks
Effectively removes milk protein and fats

R549.00

Oven Cleaner 500ml
10162910

Features
Best cleaning results and safe use
Ultra-powerful grease cutting capacity without odour build-up
Effortless cleaning thanks to gel-like consistency
Short exposure time of 10 min.
to max. 1 hour without warming up

R199.00

IntenseClean 200g
10717070 | Washing machines/dishwashers

Features
For hygienic cleanliness in dishwashers and washing machines
Removes, grease, bacteria and the odours they produce
Effective basic cleaning
Use 1-3 times per year

R199.00

Miele micro-fibre cloth
7006550

Features
For best cleaning results and safe use
Extremely resistant to tearing and robust
High degree cleaning performance due to finely woven microfibres
Can be used dry or damp
Washable at 60° C up to 500 times
Optional Surge Protectors

Refrigeration Surge Protector
94750004

Appliance Surge Protector
94750005

Features
Economical protection
Status monitoring
Automatic operation
Reduces in rush current
Built-in delay for 5 minutes
Zero crossing detection

Features
Economical protection
Status monitoring
Automatic operation
Reduces in rush current
Built-in delay for 10 seconds
Zero crossing detection